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Abstract

The fabric of our U.S. society is changing (Gmelch & Parkay, 1995; Alley & Jung, 1995). The student population in the United States classrooms is more racially and ethnically diverse than in any previous generation in American history (Burstein & Cabello, 1989).

With the increasing population of culturally diverse students entering U.S. classrooms, particularly in urban areas, and criticisms of our failure to provide successful school experiences for those students, there is a critical need for teacher education programs to equip teachers with knowledge and skills to work with diverse student populations (Burstein & Cabello, 1989).

Though the particular Department of Art Education being evaluated has a national and international reputation for the quality of its faculty and graduates, little seems to be known about how and to what extent its prospective teachers are being prepared to deliver discipline-based art education to today's students who represent a multiplicity of colors, languages, backgrounds and learning styles. Moreover, a review of literature signifies that research on the preparation of visual arts teachers to address the needs of diverse student populations is sorely lacking.

This investigation seeks to evaluate how and to what extent a proposed preservice visual arts teacher education program is preparing its future teachers to provide balanced discipline-based art education instruction to diverse student populations represented within their classrooms. This type of research on teacher education focuses on three domains and their linkages: antecedents or pre-existing conditions, processes, and outcomes (Nellis and Nutter, 1984). The study uses descriptive studies, participant-observational studies, and survey research methods.

Descriptive studies are utilized to provide an analysis of local antecedent conditions. Participant-observation is utilized to research processes in the implementation of the art teacher education program, whereas survey methods will be used to collect data on the outcomes of the program. Further, it is intended that a discipline-based multicultural art education curriculum model for preparing preservice teachers will be developed from this study.

Statement of the Problem

The American educational system serves an increasingly diverse student population. Students come to school speaking an array of languages and
dialects and with various levels of English proficiency. They have diverse learning, communication, and behavior styles based on their ethnic, socioeconomic, and regional backgrounds. Unfortunately, a great majority of these students fail to succeed because teachers have not been adequately prepared to provide instruction that is appropriate, inclusive, and sensitive to their students' needs (Beck, Namuth, Miller, & Wright, 1988; Drucker, 1989).

Likewise, art teachers have not been adequately prepared to teach the increasing population of culturally diverse students entering U.S. classrooms. It has been my experience, as a parent, public school art teacher, and supervisor of preservice arts specialists, that art teachers are unable to provide balanced discipline-based art education instruction to diverse student populations represented within their classrooms, and at the same time recognize individual and cultural differences as they are reflected in learning, human relations, motivational incentives, and communication skills. Art teachers have little knowledge of how gender, culture, ethnicity, age, socioeconomic level, physical and mental capabilities, and religion can affect student learning in the educational environment.

In a newsletter of the National Council of the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), president Arthur Wise (1991) declared that states and school districts insist that every child be taught by teachers prepared to teach effectively so that every child has a genuine opportunity to learn. This admonition implies that schools and the teachers who serve in them must change. Likewise, teacher education must change (Holmes, 1986). Change can be viewed as the modification of existing conditions in response to present forces or future needs (Freiberg and Waxman, 1990). Teacher educators must provide programs that help all teachers acquire attitudes, knowledge, and skills needed to deliver education to all students equitably (Burstein & Cabello, 1989). This, of course, implies that visual arts preservice teacher educators must examine their own programs to determine how well they are currently delivering such competencies.

This study was conceived while I was supervising preservice art teachers at a major mid-western university. The teacher candidates that I supervised and others in the program, in general, were severely limited in their experience and/or understanding from a sociodemographic perspective. Also, many of the teacher candidates appeared to be limited in their ability to perceive and cope with diversity. Recognizing that the increasing population of culturally diverse students entering U.S. classrooms would mean that our future teachers would likely teach students whose backgrounds are different from their own, I designed this study to provide insight into the nature of visual arts preservice teacher education at the research site. Specific areas of concern are as follows:

1. How and to what extent are visual arts preservice teachers being prepared to work with learners whose backgrounds are different from their own and from that of others? (The focus will be on processes and experiences that help future teachers acquire the knowledge, skills, and dispositions needed to effectively work with diverse student populations in educational settings).
2. How and to what extent are visual arts preservice teachers being prepared to function non-ethnocentrically within pluralistic classrooms and schools? (The focus will be on processes and experiences that affect practices in art history, art criticism, art making, and aesthetics, and prepare future teachers to work equitably with all learners).

3. How and to what extent are visual arts preservice teachers being prepared to provide discipline-based art education instruction about the pluralism of U.S. society? (The focus will be on processes and experiences that will help future art teachers provide pluralistic curricula and instructional experiences to all learners).

Significance of the Study

The thrust toward a more substantive, comprehensive art program has required future art teachers to not only learn studio competency, art history, art criticism, and aesthetics, but to move beyond the Western tradition and address the many cultures of the world. Further, the increasing population of culturally diverse students entering U.S. classrooms, has forced many teacher education programs to begin to reconceptualize their programs toward diversity as they must equip future teachers with knowledge and skills to effectively work with diverse student populations.

Research on the preparation of visual arts teachers to work with diverse student populations has not been investigated in a sustained way. This paucity of research concerning the impact of multicultural education on prospective art teachers indicates that there is a need for more information about the scope of effective educational practice, program design, course content in the disciplines of art making, art history, art criticism, aesthetics, and field experiences and placements. The proposed study is designed to advance knowledge in the field of art education as it relates to preparing preservice teacher to address issues of diversity in art classrooms using DBAE as a platform.

Review of Literature

Reports of practicing teachers as well as national studies of teacher preparation programs (Grant & Secada, 1990; Holmes Group, 1986) clearly indicate the lack of attention given to working with diverse populations. There is a rich body of literature on multicultural education, yet there is virtually no research on which practices are most effective in preparing preservice teachers to work with diverse learners in their classrooms (Grant & Secada, 1990). There are many gaps left by the existing base of research and theory on multicultural education that should be addressed. My research concentrates on the multi-layered teacher training, responsibility, challenge, and opportunity and its implications of multicultural education for the art classroom.
The following three categories have been identified as significant to this study:

1. Teacher Education Responsibility
2. Teacher Education Challenge
3. Teacher Education Opportunity

The literature review focuses on the challenges associated with preparing teacher candidates for diversity because preparing them for future classrooms grows more complex as the school population becomes more diverse.

Teacher Education Responsibility

At a time when the percentages of students of color in the U.S. schools are increasing, we can no longer afford to perpetuate Western European Values and norms (Banks, 1988). This statement implies that it is the responsibility of educators to provide an education that is appropriate, inclusive, and sensitive to all students’ needs (Smith, 1994; Garibaldi, 1992; Banks, 1977; Zimpher & Ashburn, 1992; Nieto, 1992).

Schools, colleges, and departments of education have the responsibility of preparing all educators, regardless of race, to teach in culturally diverse classroom settings (Garibaldi, 1992). This responsibility includes that the culturally diverse nature of the U.S. is reflected in the curriculum, student body, faculty, and policies (Banks, 1977; Zimpher & Ashburn, 1992).

Teacher Education Challenge

Preparing preservice teachers to address issues of diversity in their future classrooms is not easy. There are numerous challenges associated with educating teachers for diversity, therefore, I found it necessary to discuss some of them as they are bound to surface when designing curricula which will adequately prepare preservice teachers to sufficiently address the needs of diverse learners in their future classrooms.

Overall Challenge

An overall challenge is the controversial nature of multicultural education as there is a fear of radicalism in the U.S. Also, numerous published criticisms have been leveled against multicultural education (D’Souza, 1991a, 1991b; Sykes & Billingsley, 1992; Schlesinger, 1991; Feuer; 1991). Positions on political issues define much of the debate.

Defining Multicultural Education

Multicultural education means different things to different people (Banks, 1977; Grant & Sleeter, 1985; Sleeter & Grant, 1988). This lack of definition contributes to multiple interpretations and competing notions, thus permitting critics to reject multicultural education or view it as a concept with no theoretical...
underpinnings. This impact and the state of confusion can be recognized in curriculum frameworks, textbooks, and teacher education programs that claim to be "multicultural" yet lack any coherent guiding philosophy.

Art Education

Art education has its own unique set of challenges. Research and reports have focused on the extreme variation of how the arts are supported and represented in schools in the U.S. (Fowler, 1988; Leonard, 1991; Viadero, 1993; Toward Civilization, 1988). Art education in general is held in low esteem (Toward Civilization, 1988; Geoghegan, 1994). In many schools art classes often are associated with play, and the amount of time relegated to the study of art is minimal at best (Grant, 1990)

Discipline-Based Art Education

There has been a broadening of the belief that art education is more than the identification and cultivation of unskilled talent in the gifted few and a taste of civilization for the rest. The discipline-based art education movement focuses upon the integration of ideas and activities derived from the disciplines of art production, art history, art criticism, and aesthetics (Clark, Day, & Greer, 1987). The teacher education challenge associated with this broadened definition includes preparing future teachers to teach art from a much broader perspective than from which they themselves were taught (May, 1989; Cohen, 1987).

Discipline-Based Art Education and Cultural Diversity

Developing curriculum which effectively integrates cultural diversity into the art discipline, has been a long standing goal of art educators (Barbanelli, 1994). However criticisms leveled against DBAE present a challenge to teacher educators who must prepare future teachers to teach diverse student populations using DBAE as a platform. For example, some researchers and art educators have questioned whether DBAE is capable of recognizing and addressing issues of diversity (Blandy & Congdon, 1988; Collins & Sandell, 1988); and whether it is open to multiculturalism at the conceptual level (Thurber, 1992; Grant, 1992). Others researchers and art educators, have argued that DBAE offers an avenue to help stimulate intellectual activity (Grant, 1992); addresses a wide range of learning styles (Day, 1992); and helps build self esteem (Day, 1992).

Limited Frame of Reference Among Preservice Teachers

Four years of data describing today's teacher education candidates (American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education [AACTE], 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990) provide a profile of future teachers that is very similar to the contemporary profile of teachers. Findings from a random sample reveal that the average preservice student is a white female from a small town or suburb who attends a college or university less than one hundred miles away from home and aims to return to a town, similar to the one from which she came, to teach middle-
income children of average intelligence in traditional schools. Feistritzer (1983) describes the typical teacher as a white, forty-year-old married mother of two children; she is not politically active, and she teaches in an elementary school in a suburban community. Further, students mostly come from surrounding counties or from the same state (Zimpher & Howey, 1989). Therefore, these teacher candidates are limited in their ability to perceive and cope with diversity.

**Broadening the Perspectives of Preservice Teachers**

Research shows that teacher education candidates are typically severely limited in their experience and/or understanding from a sociodemographic perspective, thus teacher education is challenged with broadening the perspectives of its current population (Zimpher & Ashburn, 1992; Barnes, 1989).

**Reconceptualizing Teacher Education Toward Diversity**

Educational research has shown that educators acknowledge the ideals of cultural pluralism, but that, traditionally educational institutions have not adopted pedagogy to reflect the needs of students from diverse cultural, socioeconomic backgrounds, and racial and ethnic groups (Barton & Wilder, 1964; Winfield, 1991). Additionally, schools have made little progress in incorporating information into curricula concerning the achievements of traditionally underrepresented groups as a Euro-centric bias has dominated the American educational system. Changing schooling to better serve children from diverse backgrounds, particularly African American students, is a goal that the American public school system has been reluctant to accept (Maeroff, 1989). Garcia and Goebel (1985) assert that the challenge associated with reconceptualizing teacher education toward diversity is that new plans for teaching about differences has been formulated largely through the eyes of mainstream scholars and historians. As a consequence of this mainstream perspective on diversity, Green (1983) observed that those not in the mainstream remain invisible.

A further challenge to reconceptualizing teacher education toward diversity is that the process of education occurs within a social framework (Apple, 1979; hooks, 1994); and is designed to perpetuate the aims of society (Apple, 1979; hooks, 1994; Katz, 1975; Bowles & Gintis, 1976, Giroux, 1983).

**Curriculum**

There is a rapidly growing tendency among art education faculty and students to reject traditional curriculum and course content as “androcentric” and “Eurocentric,” recognizing that the art curriculum in higher education has been dominated by a Western European, male-focused perspective. Proposals for reconceptualizing teacher education include suggestions for adding courses or infusing courses with multicultural perspectives and changing the nature of field experiences to expose teacher candidates to culturally diverse school settings (Banks, 1994; Banks, 1993; Gay, 1988).
Changing Attitudes of Teacher Candidates

Teachers' attitudes are crucial to their ability to convey multicultural content. Teachers' attitudes affect their behavior toward children, which in turn, has an effect on the self-esteem and performance of children. Moreover, children's attitudes and beliefs are influenced by their teachers as they directly affect their interactions with and behavior towards others unlike themselves. Such interactions can be positive and growth enhancing, or they can be negative and result in hate, distrust, and rejection (Pang, 1988). It is imperative that future art teachers be prepared in ways that will make them more accepting of diversity.

Expanding the Cultural Diversity of Teacher Education

If teacher education of the future is to present a model of the positive incorporation of racial, ethnic, and gender diversity, its student body and faculty must become more culturally diverse. Green (1989) offers a variety of strategies designed to recruit diverse student and faculty populations in teacher education programs.

Funding

The difficulties associated with culturally homogeneous teacher education will not be adequately addressed without financial assistance from federal, state, and private sources. Peseau (1990) declares that most colleges and universities interested in curriculum reform must do so with limited funding from within their institutions. He further note that most institutions of higher education are in a state of crisis, meaning that they are distinguished by inadequate resources and retrenchment threats. Clearly, such conditions impact programs of research and training associated with the challenges of preparing teachers for multicultural populations.

Teacher Training Opportunity

The cultural, racial, ethnic, and religious diversity that Western nations are facing is a challenge. It is a challenge because ethnocentrism, intergroup hostility, and other forms of conflict erupt when groups with divergent values and cultures interact. Challenges can become opportunities if educational leaders "respond positively to the challenges posed by this increased diversity" (Banks, 1987, p.62; hooks, 1994).

If the educational profession does not exercise its opportunity to participate in the formulating and restructuring of government policies affecting education, "it will not only leave the destiny of American education in the hands of others, it will be abdicating a good part of its professional responsibility to our society as well." (Molnar, 1987, p.6). Finally, Molnar captures the challenge succinctly: "We cannot escape our responsibility for the world we turn over to our students" (p. 6).
Methodology

Qualitative investigations assume that reality is affected by personal interactions and perceptions, and beliefs (Merriam, 1991). Conceptually, teacher education is a multifaceted, layered, interactive, and ongoing mix of people, roles, ideas, contexts, beliefs, and activities; thus, qualitative methods of research have been employed to obtain data about how preservice visual arts teachers at the research site are being prepared to meet the needs of diverse student populations.

This research focuses on three domains and their linkages: antecedent conditions, processes, and outcomes (Nellie & Nutter, 1984). Antecedent conditions refer to any condition existing prior to teaching and learning that may relate to the outcomes (Stake, 1976) (e.g. student selection, program structure, student and faculty characteristics, physical environment, political/social context). Processes refer to those practices used to educate teachers: those essential aspects associated with the actual delivery of the teacher education experience. Outcomes refer to those learned or evoked behaviors exhibited by teachers following participation in an education intervention (Nellie & Nutter, 1984). This would include both teacher behavior and student reaction to the behavior.

Nellie and Nutter (1984) indicate that descriptive studies are the most basic kind of research on teacher education. These studies will be utilized to describe the program and local antecedent conditions. Local antecedent conditions will be described in terms of students, faculty, and resources.

Participant-observation is critical to this study as observation is fundamental and critical in all qualitative inquiry (Marshall & Rossman, 1995). This phase of my research involved observation of all core and teacher preparation courses in the Department of Art Education at the research site, during the 1995-1996 academic year. My intent was to study the processes in the implementation of the art teacher education program. By directly observing the program's operations and activities, I am better able to understand the context within which the program operates. Also, by being on-site, I have less need to rely on prior conceptualizations of the program. Observational data described the setting, the actions that took place in the settings, and the people who participated in those activities.

The next phase of my research will be to collect data, via questionnaire, on the outcomes of the program from the program participants (faculty, preservice teachers, university supervisors, and cooperating teachers). The close-ended and open-ended questionnaire will elicit information related to the respondents' general perceptions of the undergraduate and graduate art teacher preparation program at the research site. The data collected will help answer the questions that give direction to the study.
Conclusion

The demographics of the student population are rapidly changing, while the demographics of the teaching force are not (Zimpher & Ashburn, 1992). When we speak of educating teachers for diversity, we are speaking of educating, for the most part, white, middle-class females (Feistritzer, 1983; Zimpher & Ashburn, 1992).

It is incumbent upon art teacher educators to recognize the new demographics and identify and respond to their educational implications as they prepare their future art teachers to work with diverse student populations in American schools. Such a lack of preparation will likely result in teachers being woefully unprepared and students being miseducated.
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